
SAVE JUBILEE POOL – to be moved by Councillor Graham Morris 
  
“This Council is concerned that the future of this much-loved south Bristol swimming pool has 
once again been put under a cloud of uncertainty by the Labour Mayor. 
  
The last review, conducted in 2017, over the cost of running this heritage facility, resulted in a plan 
and a promise to subsidise it for a further five years.  Council is therefore surprised that a 
consultation has now been launched around its proposed closure unless a community asset 
transfer can take place, even though the Administration’s own consultation does not recommend 
this course of action. 
  
Given that this leisure pool serves some of the most economically deprived parts of the city, it 
seems unlikely and unrealistic to expect local users to muster sufficient finance to secure such an 
acquisition. 
  
Consequently, Council calls on the Mayor to (i) withdraw this threat over the pool; (ii) allocate the 
necessary (and relatively modest) capital and revenue funding to enable it to continue to operate 
in a COVID secure and safe way, and; (iii) honour the previous agreement made with the provider 
Parkwood Leisure to maintain this public amenity until at least 2022.” 
  
 
Amendment to be moved by Councillor Gary Hopkins 
 
SAVE JUBILEE POOL – to be moved by Councillor Graham Morris 
  
“This Council is concerned that the future of this much-loved south Bristol swimming pool has 
once again been put under a cloud of uncertainty by the Labour Mayor. 
  
The last review, conducted in 2017, over the cost of running this heritage facility, resulted in a plan 
and a promise to subsidise it for a further five years.  Council is therefore surprised that a 
consultation has now been launched around its proposed closure unless a community asset 
transfer can take place, even though the Administration’s own consultation does not recommend 
this course of action. 
  
Given that this leisure pool serves some of the most economically deprived parts of the city, it 
seems unlikely and unrealistic to expect local users to muster sufficient finance to secure such an 
acquisition. 
  
Consequently, Council calls on the Mayor to (i) withdraw this threat over the pool; (ii) allocate the 
necessary (and relatively modest) capital and revenue funding to enable it to continue to operate 
in a COVID secure and safe way, and; (iii) honour the previous agreement made with the provider 
Parkwood Leisure to maintain this public amenity until at least 2022. (iv) that Council once again 
commits to resume the longer term maintenance work for the building to ensure the efficient 
running of the facility into at least the medium term.” 
 
Amended motion to read: - 
 
SAVE JUBILEE POOL – to be moved by Councillor Graham Morris 
  
“This Council is concerned that the future of this much-loved south Bristol swimming pool has 
once again been put under a cloud of uncertainty by the Labour Mayor. 
  
The last review, conducted in 2017, over the cost of running this heritage facility, resulted in a plan 
and a promise to subsidise it for a further five years.  Council is therefore surprised that a 
consultation has now been launched around its proposed closure unless a community asset 



transfer can take place, even though the Administration’s own consultation does not recommend 
this course of action. 
  
Given that this leisure pool serves some of the most economically deprived parts of the city, it 
seems unlikely and unrealistic to expect local users to muster sufficient finance to secure such an 
acquisition. 
  
Consequently, Council calls on the Mayor to (i) withdraw this threat over the pool; (ii) allocate the 
necessary (and relatively modest) capital and revenue funding to enable it to continue to operate 
in a COVID secure and safe way, and; (iii) honour the previous agreement made with the provider 
Parkwood Leisure to maintain this public amenity until at least 2022. (iv) that Council once again 
commits to resume the longer term maintenance work for the building to ensure the efficient 
running of the facility into at least the medium term.” 
 


